LADIES’ CASUAL SHOES
Pink picks and shimmering shoes for your sweet twinkletoes.

FELINA
LP: P689
VP: P709
Serve some millennial pink, rose, and champagne gold looks with these kicks that can elevate any outfit to an OOTD.
Get a kick out of cute heart-printed slip-on sneakers.

BROQUEZA
LP: P429
VP: P449
WHITE KICKS

SLANTINA
LP: P989
VP: P1,009

HAROZIE
LP: P899
VP: P919

You can never go wrong with white sneakers!
STRIPE

EULYN
LP: P319
VP: P339

STEPS
Coordinate and put together a seamless look with shoes in colors of the same palette or go wild with patterns and bold colors!
SAQUI
LP: P249
VP: P269
The black leather shoe is a classic that never goes out of style.